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Yoga Australia Committee News

From our President
Claire Nettley
As my first year as President draws to a
close I reflect on the journey thus far. Over
the past 11 months much effort has gone on
behind the scenes to build and enhance the
experience and benefits for our members –
you. The size and magnitude of these
projects have been enormous, and while
mostly this has been hidden from view,
finally some are coming to fruition.
It has been a long journey in the making, but
I’m delighted to announce the launch of our
new website. The site is designed to ease
our registration process, simplify back-end
systems for efficiency, boost member profiles
and engage the general public. I encourage
you to update your profile, connect your
social accounts and websites, and share your
profile page with your networks.
Behind the scenes the Executive Committee
have been working on finalising the strategic

direction for the next 3-5 years, as we
position the association for the next phase
of growth. The Executive team and key staff
members are currently working through the
documentation and I look forward to sharing
this with you at the AGM in November.
The conference committee have been working
away and building an impressive program for
next year’s conference on the Gold Coast. I
thank them for their passion and commitment
towards this valued event in the association’s
calendar. www.yogaaustraliaconference.org.au
I’d also like to take a moment to welcome our
new Office Manager, Jackie Rogers to the Yoga
Australia Head Office.
I hope you enjoy our latest issue of Yoga
Today. As always, there are never enough
pages to accommodate the articles we wish
to share with you. I encourage you to share
your thoughts and ideas with our editorial
team at editorial@yogaaustralia.org.au. 

CEO Report
Shyamala Benakovic
In August 2015 we asked you to complete our
member’s survey. We would like to express
our appreciation to all those who took the
time to complete the survey. We received a
higher number of responses than 2014 and
we continue to learn from your responses.
Congratulations to Wendy Reid who won
the complimentary registration to our 2016
Conference in Queensland next year.
You will be pleased to know that we have
implemented most of the changes you would
like to see and are now busy planning the
launch of these changes, namely the new
website. Here are some highlights of what
you told us:
What we are doing right?
> O
 verall you enjoy the professional advocacy
and support Yoga Australia provides.
> Y
 ou are pleased with the support you
receive from the Yoga Australia office.
> Y
 ou continue to recognise that Yoga Australia
membership provides you with both
professional recognition and peer support.
> Y
 ou have ranked the Yoga Australia
website as one of the top five membership
benefits, specifically having a profile page.
> Y
 ou have found our state events and CPD
opportunities valuable but would like to
see more representation in regional areas.

What we need to improve
> W
 ebsite – you would like to see a website
that has more resources, better search
function and more opportunities to advertise,
improved membership renewal process
with the ability to download certificates
and other promotional membership material
(logos, stickers, posters) and improved
and more flexible CPD reporting.
> C
 ommunication – you would like to see more
social media interaction, timely responses
to email enquiries and improved and
accurate communication about what yoga is.
> M
 arketing and Business – you would like
more assistance in this area, specifically
business development resources, marketing
tips, social media knowledge and marketing
support.
> Information and Resources – you would
like to see more evidence based research,
higher quality and affordable professional
development and online professional
development.
> N
 etworking – you would like more
opportunities to build relationships with
other teachers, specifically senior teachers.
In the coming months, you will see significant
improvements to our website, communications
and publications that will address most of
the improvement areas.
The 2016 Conference will present many
networking opportunities and you will be
impressed with the presenters and topics. 
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New
standards
for
teaching
yoga to
children
by Robin Lewis
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Y

oga is taught to children up to 18 years
of age across Australia in childcare
centres, schools, yoga studios and
community facilities. These classes are
popular with participants, parents and
teachers who are searching for an activity to
support the physical and mental wellbeing
of children.
Yoga teachers working with children are
facing new challenges as well as new
opportunities due to the growing interest in
yoga for children; the increasing challenges
for children living busy and high-pressure
lives and the growing scrutiny of programs
for children.
Parents, teachers and the broader
community expect that all yoga classes for
children are developmentally appropriate,
evidence-based, inclusive, safe and that
they provide strategies for children to
address a range of issues that they may be
dealing with. These include physical, mental,
social and emotional challenges.
When taught well, yoga classes for children
can help participants to deal with issues
caused by the demands and pressure of
daily life and provide valuable tools to
assist children to navigate their individual
growth and development into adulthood.
These experiences can be profound and very
powerful, building confidence, awareness
and improving self-esteem.
It is essential that yoga teachers understand
the ages and stages of child development,
so they can provide appropriate and
differentiated learning experiences.
Qualified and experienced children’s yoga
teachers are aware that teaching yoga to
children requires a different approach to
teaching adult groups. These teachers also
know that yoga programs for young people
are more than games and stories.

When taught well, yoga classes for children
can help participants to deal with issues
caused by the demands and pressure of daily life and
provide valuable tools to assist children to navigate
their individual growth and development into
adulthood. These experiences can be profound and
very powerful, building confidence, awareness and
improving self-esteem.
Since 2013, Yoga Australia has led the
development of consistent standards for
yoga teachers who work with children in
Australia. A committee of yoga teachers
was established with representation from
children’s yoga teachers, providers of
post graduate courses for children’s yoga,
researchers, school educators and policy
developers.
The committee has reviewed national and
international research in the field of yoga and
children, and has conducted a survey of yoga
teachers registered with Yoga Australia. This
work has informed Yoga Australia about the
state of children’s yoga both in Australia and
around the globe. The committee is currently
exploring opportunities for additional
research projects in Australia to continue to
build the evidence base for this growing area
of interest.
As teaching yoga to children is an important
and growing field with significant risks if not
delivered to the highest level, Yoga Australia
has developed the following new standards:
> The post graduate registration of children’s
yoga teachers;
> T he registration of training programs for
children’s yoga teachers; and
> C
 ontinuous professional development of
children’s yoga teachers.
These standards support the safe provision
of high quality yoga to children in school,
studio and community settings across the
country. The registration of a Yoga Australia
Children’s Yoga Teacher guarantees that the
teacher is qualified, has undertaken specific
post graduate training, is undertaking relevant
continuous professional development, has a
current first aid certificate and holds a current
“working with vulnerable people” registration.
The communication of these new standards
to schools, education systems and the
community will create vital awareness of the
need to choose a yoga teacher who holds
a current registration as a Yoga Australia
Children’s Yoga Teacher.

The first Yoga Australia yoga teachers with
post graduate registration as children’s yoga
teachers are:
> Loraine Rushton (NSW);
> Stephanie Jane Atkinson (QLD);
> Trish David (VIC);
> Natja Wunsch (VIC);
> Trevor Walsh (NSW);
> K athy Gaudiosi (NSW);
> Molly Furzer (NSW);
> Chika Yamawaki (VIC); and
> Deborah Roberts (VIC).
These yoga teachers will be recognised as
registered children’s yoga teachers on the
new Yoga Australia website and have been
provided with a new logo to use on their
website and on documentation related
to their business. The identification of
children’s yoga teachers will increase opportunities for exposure, business linkages
and professional support.
Other yoga teachers, who have completed
a post-graduate course for teaching yoga to
children, are invited to contact the office for
information about applying.
There are currently three post-graduate
courses registered with Yoga Australia available to qualified yoga teachers. These are:
> Zenergy Yoga;
> Angel Kids; and
> Flying Yogis.
Yoga Australia is inviting other providers of
post-graduate courses for the accreditation
of teaching yoga to children. Please contact
the office to find out more or apply. 
Robin Lewis is the Yoga Australia National
Committee member for ACT. Robyn has taught and
coached movement to adults, children and athletes
for many years as a gym instructor, PE teacher
and representative netball coach. In 2011 she
completed her formal teacher training in Vinyasa
Flow (Trinity) and Chair Yoga (Knoff) teacher
training. Robyn went on to complete studies in
Core Yoga and Ayurveda and Yoga Therapy.
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Does CPD (Continuing
Professional Development)
confuse you?
by Leanne Davis
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A

s more people around the world
practice yoga there has been an
interest from the general public to
be able to discern if the yoga they are being
taught is being presented in an authentic,
credible and safe way.

the highest professional standards that
other professions such as builders, lawyers
and nurses are required to do.

Due to the number of people enjoying the
benefits of yoga, there is a demand for yoga
to be recognised with other allied health
modalities and taught in diverse settings
such as schools, hospitals and workplace
environments.

CPD has advantages for the teacher in that
most of it will be undertaken in the company
of their peers. A profession is stronger when
there is good relationship and support
between colleagues. Teachers learn from
each other and develop strong referral
networks that allow student to have access
to the broader community of teachers.

For these reasons it has become necessary
to establish standards and consistency with
the levels of yoga education so that the
public can trust their teacher is qualified to
undertake their role and so yoga can uphold
its strong standing in the wellbeing of our
communities.

What is the difference between
Teacher Training and Continuing
Professional Development (CPD)?
Yoga Teacher Training equips practitioners
to become yoga teacher by ensuring they
have a solid grounding in the philosophy,
theory and practice of yoga, and that they
know how to impart this information to their
students.
Continuing Professional Development is the
ongoing education that is accrued each year
by qualified yoga teachers to continue the
high standards of their profession and their
relationship with their peers.

So what is CPD?
CPD is defined as any activity or program
that develops a member’s knowledge,
experience, skill, understanding or
professionalism of yoga, yoga teaching or
the business of yoga. It must be possible
for the member to answer the following
question with a “YES” – Does this program
or activity make me a better yoga teacher?

Why is CPD so important?
The yoga path evolves over time. It is
traditional that the practice and teaching
of yoga involves a lifetime of study and
relationship with other mentors and teachers.
Increasingly the benefits of yoga are being
verified by scientific evidence. It is important
that yoga teachers keep up to date with these
developments in order to serve our students
in the best way and be conversant with other
professions and areas of the public who will
rely on us for this information.
As the yoga teaching profession forges its
place in society it is important we maintain

What does it mean for the teacher?
What does it mean for the student?

Continuous study keeps a teacher fresh
and inspired; evolving in the information
they retain and way they present this. It
maintains a teacher’s confidence of their
place along side their peers, confidence
in being up to date and conversant on
new developments in the profession and
emerging facts from science.
The student enjoys the knowledge that
their teacher is dedicated to professional
development and is not complacent about
their teaching but continuously strives to
look for new ways to improve their own
practice and teaching of yoga.
Students will know that their teacher is not
isolated in their profession but is supported
by a broader network of other teachers and
an association that guides the conduct and
standards not only of their teacher but also
of how yoga is presented in Australia.

The ancient wisdom of yoga doesn’t change
but as we evolve, our understanding of yoga
changes and requires reflection and the
counsel of those who may have encountered
the questions before us as guides; we need
to continue learning different ways to present
our understanding in the course of our
professional lives.

What should you consider when
looking into CPD related activities?
Personal study, research and reflection are
very important.
When training under another teacher
consider the qualifications of the teacher
and the reference to the work that they
are teaching you and be sure that this is
authentic and of high standard.
Make networking with other yoga teachers
part of your CPD. This will help you to form
a supportive network of teachers that assist
each other with: mutual learning and
experience, locums, referrals for students
looking for teachers etc.

How to make reporting easy?
Each time you attend a CPD event take
a minute to enter your attendance and
supporting evidence into your Yoga Australia
profile page. You will then find that when
your membership renewal comes around,
you already have everything ready to go.

Why do we have to accrue points
annually and over a longer period
of time?

Yoga Australia has your best interest at
heart and provides you with three state
events and an annual conference per annum.
Events are designed to be an opportunity
to provide an educational presentation and
network over some refreshments.

Yearly education and reporting ensures
that teachers are dedicated to consistently
and regularly contributing to their growth
and development as yoga practitioners
and teachers.

At the meetings you will learn what is
happening in your association nationally and
locally, meet your representatives, have an
input into what information you would like to
receive at meetings and CPD presentations.

The process of acquiring CPD ensures that
teachers will have met with colleagues,
learnt under preferably more senior
teachers than themselves and are reminded
of what it is like to be a student.
New developments occur with the
requirements of the profession e.g. health
rebates, the way yoga is being portrayed
in the media and by other professions,
scientific evidence for yoga practices,
current concerns or issues that are being
raised by the general public or from within
the yoga community. Regular attendance at
events or the reading of journals etc. keeps
yoga teachers up to date and conversant
with these new developments.

Attendance at your state events avails you to
nine of the required 12 points for the year and
the conference will deliver your 12 points for
the year if you attend the two days.
If you ever have trouble with your reporting
know that Yoga Australia is happy to support
you as a member so please contact the
office for assistance. 
Leanne Davis is the Yoga Australia Vice President.
She has taught yoga since 1988 and is currently
a yoga teacher and yoga teacher trainer in the
tradition of Krishnamacharya. Leanne is also an
AAYT registered Yoga Therapist.
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Aerial flow yoga:
A playful and challenging way to practice yoga. Silk fabrics hanging from the ceiling
by Sophie Lefevre Bunn
are used as a prop for yoga poses, the body and the self.

I

first observed the aerial yoga practice on
retreat in Bali. Seeing yogis suspended
from trees was magical. I was inspired to
rig a silk hammock in my garage and begin
practicing at home. I explored traditional
yoga asanas using the silk to support the
most important areas of the body and was
amazed at the depth of support and stretch
that surrendering to gravity allowed. The
only thing I had done similar was use ropes
in Iyengar practice. The free hanging silks
allowed for more variation in postures along
with fluid movement and transition between
poses. Much like a massage therapist
maintains contact with their client through
the treatment, the silks provide a reassuring
sensation for the nervous system and we
can develop acceptance of being supported.

The aerial silk fabric is like a hammock
and hangs just above the ground for a
restorative practice, around hip height
for a more intensive practice or at other
heights for different challenges in certain
poses. Initially, positions on the body for
the silk fabric are learnt to find the optimal
opening sensation in the mid thoracic and
chest, stability in the sacroiliac joint and
deep massage and hip opening in adho
mukha svanasana or downward facing dog
pose. The positions massage muscles and
connective tissue, which is intense for
all students at the start. Once the body
becomes accustomed to the feeling, this
support allows a great sense of shtira –
stability and presence; and sukha – ease
and joy in yoga asanas and the self.

The specific benefits of an aerial
yoga practice are:

The silks provide traction to extend postures
with the pull of gravity while providing a deep
massaging support to certain areas of the
body. New sensations are experienced and
fresh ways to be in the body are explored.
Inversions and more challenging yoga poses
become accessible due to the silk support
balancing deep stretch with joint stability.
Students leave class feeling taller and lighter.
Through intensive space creation and the
development of structural awareness, overall
posture is improved. A sense of confidence,
trust and ease in self comes.

Like any other props used in yoga poses,
the silks create increased sensation,
proprioceptive awareness and support
during practice. Once base silk positions
and poses have been developed, more
challenging variations and sequences assist
deeper opening, stretch, strengthening and
agility in the body. Longer time in inversion
and backbends utilising gravity to extend
the spine brings a new freedom and ease.
The practice of letting go is a strong feature
of aerial yoga assisting the physical and
emotional transformation that is the yoga.

The aerial practice continues to develop
with new ways to sequence and explore
traditional yoga poses. The new awareness,
strength and flexibility created supports
further opening to our potential – in all
things. 
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> Increased muscular flexibility and joint
mobility
> D
 ecompression of vertebral discs within
the spinal column
> S
 pace creation for nerve function within
the spinal cord
> M
 uscular and fascial tension release and
deep massage
> Core and upper body strengthening
> Increased joint stability
> N
 ew kinaesthetic proprioceptive
awareness
> Improved circulation
> Confidence, courage and relaxation.

Sophie Lefevre Bunn, founder of Body Flow Yoga
in Windsor, Melbourne. They offer weekly aerial
intro, aerial flow and restore classes utilising
the silks in practice as well as flow classes,
meditation, specialty workshops and teacher
training. www.bodyflowyoga.com

WHOLESALE
YOGA ACCESSORIES
BECOME A GAIAM
PRO MEMBER TODAY
Simply click ‘register now’ and
complete an online application
at www.gaiampro.com.au.
To be eligible, you must have a
current ABN related to the
yoga industry. Once approved
you’ll enjoy up to 40% off RRP.

Enjoy the benefits of
being a Gaiam yoga
professional

www.gaiampro.com.au • 1300 301 131
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Yoga may be
the missing link
to stroke
survivors’
rehabilitation
by Maarten Immink
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O

ne in six Australians will have a
stroke in their lifetime. That’s about
51,000 strokes per year, or one
every ten minutes. Worldwide, stroke is the
second most common cause of premature
death, after heart disease, and is the leading
cause of disability among adults.
During a stroke, the blood supply to the
brain is interrupted by a blocked or ruptured
blood vessel. Cells in the brain are deprived
of oxygen and nutrients, causing them to
die. Damage is localised to the area of brain
where the blood supply was interrupted.
But in cases where the blood vessel has
ruptured, bleeding increases pressure in the
brain region, causing greater damage.
Symptoms of stroke include drooping of the
face or mouth, loss of feeling and movement
in the arms, and a loss of ability to speak
clearly and or understand what others are
saying. Only a doctor can diagnose a stroke
but contact emergency services immediately
if it’s suspected. The longer a stroke is
untreated, the higher the likelihood of
long-term brain damage.
Strokes may cause long-term difficulties
with attention, decision-making, memory,
speech, understanding others, movement
and balance. While these difficulties are
typically targeted in rehabilitation and longterm stroke management approaches, other
less obvious consequences of stroke, such
as poorer emotional wellbeing, may not be
appropriately addressed.
Evidence-based lifestyle interventions such
as yoga have a role to play in addressing
unmet psychological, social and spiritual
needs after a stroke.

Emotional wellbeing
Peoples’ lives change markedly after a stroke.
Along with poorer health, survivors often
have reduced independence and must rely
on others for basic needs. This changes the
dynamics of their family environment, social
interactions, lifestyle and ability to work.
While some stroke survivors are able to adapt
to these changes, a significant proportion
have trouble coping. Not surprisingly, stroke
survivors commonly experience poorer
emotional wellbeing, depression and anxiety.
Not only can depression make daily
challenges harder to cope with, and affect
movement and balance, research shows
those with post-stroke depression are likely
to have poorer physical health outcomes
and are more likely to die prematurely.

Yoga aims to integrate mind and body. This
is appropriate for survivors, as strokes have
consequences for both physical and mental function.
Yoga’s holistic approach views health as relating to
one’s mental, physical and social potential, not merely
the absence of disease.
How yoga can help after a stroke
Yoga is a system of self-development that
has evolved over many thousands of years
since its inception in ancient contemplative
societies in southern Asia.
Yoga aims to integrate mind and body. This
is appropriate for survivors, as strokes have
consequences for both physical and mental
function. Yoga’s holistic approach views
health as relating to one’s mental, physical
and social potential, not merely the absence
of disease.
Fatigue and low exercise tolerance often
make it difficult for stroke survivors to
participate in standard modes of exercise.
But yoga can be individualised and adapted
to suit most individuals despite their
movement abilities. In fact, yoga can be more
accessible to those seeking to keep active
after stroke than other forms of exercise.
With this level of accessibility, yoga
can increase confidence and promote
participation in other forms of physical
activity and daily activities. A study from
the United States, for instance, found eight
weeks of yoga improved stroke survivors’
balance and reduced their fear of falling.

Meditation and mindfulness
Beyond movement and physical activity,
yoga involves contemplative practices such
as meditation. This means paying attention
to breathing and body sensations while
moving or keeping still.
Regular meditation has been shown to
promote mindfulness, a skill for purposefully
maintaining attention in the present moment
in an open and accepting way. Mindfulness
training has been associated with a number
of benefits, including improved emotional
wellbeing and cognitive function.
However, the current level of evidence is
far from conclusive and the mechanisms
underlying these benefits are yet to be
clearly delineated. Some commentators
have proposed that mindfulness techniques
engage the brain in particular ways that
strengthen parts of the brain responsible

for attention, decision making, working
memory, and emotional regulation.
Regardless, feeling in control and able to
cope provides a sense of self-mastery,
leading to better stress management and
emotional wellbeing. Yoga can help us
develop the skills necessary to remain in
control of our physical and mental reactions
when we face challenging situations.

Starting out
Before starting yoga, stroke survivors should
consult with their health professional.
Overall, yoga is considered to be safe. But
styles and teachers vary, so not all yoga
classes are appropriate for stroke survivors.
Stroke survivors should ensure their
potential teacher is adequately trained and
experienced to support their special needs.
This includes knowing which yoga practices
are suitable and how others can be adapted.
The National Stroke Foundation’s StrokeLine
– 1800 STROKE (787 653) – has a directory
of yoga teachers who can meet the special
needs of stroke survivors.
Some yoga teachers might provide group
classes aimed at supporting those with
special needs or, alternatively, provide oneon-one instruction. Which of these is better
depends on personal preference, financial
factors and the level of personal support
needed to participate.
It’s important to note, however, that yoga is
not a replacement for conventional health
care, or a reason to postpone seeing a
health professional. It can be an important
addition to standard therapies.
The physical and mental health benefits
associated with moving, being active and
mindful are not limited to yoga. Any activity
that emphasises use and integration of
one’s body and mind, such as Tai Chi or
even walking, may improve stroke survivors’
emotional wellbeing. 
Maarten Immink is an accredited yoga and
meditation teacher in the Satyananda tradition,
as well as being a Senior Lecturer in Human
Movement at the University of South Australia.
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Q&A with
Duncan Peak

Interview by JaÇlyn Keoh
1. What did you do before you
started a career in Yoga?
Before opening Power Living my journey
included; serving as Officer in the elite
Paratrooper Regiment of the Australian
Army; a successful period consulting to
corporate business on leadership skills; and
a focused athlete, as an Australian services
rugby union representative.

2. How did you come to set up your
own studio?
I was working in the corporate world and
teaching at Surf Clubs. Everyone wanted to
know how I could do handstands so well. An
opportunity arose to purchase a studio that
had gone into receivership. The guy that had
the property suggested that I buy it. I didn’t
really have a vision to own a studio and I was
really happy in my job so I turned the offer
down. The guy asked me if I’d run it for three
months and then maybe we could talk about
me buying it. So I gave it a go. Within three
months we were showing signs of success
so I bought it. And within a year we were the
busiest studio in Australia.

3. How do you balance yoga and
business?
I’ve never had an issue with discipline and
I’ve always been committed to my personal
practice. This is what creates everything
else so I make sure I get on my mat every
day. If I don’t do this then business suffers.
There’s also an awesome team surrounding
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me – there are nine other co-owners of
Power Living and they help keep everything
running and make sure we’re delivering what
our community has grown to know and love.

4. Tell us about the challenges and
the rewards of running your own
chain of Yoga studios.
While it can be challenging keeping across so
many busy studios, Power Living isn’t a chain
of yoga studios owned by one person, it’s a
family business and there’s the support of
the whole team who help keep it running.
What’s been amazing over the years is
watching friends and people who’ve worked
in the business grow and for them to be able
to own their own studios and make careers
out of yoga. We’re truly blessed to be able to
wake up every day and call this work – doing
what we love and helping people through
the practice of yoga. Relationships can
be challenging at time when your mixing
business with such close friends but this is
where you get to practice your yoga. And I
wouldn’t have it any other way!

5. Any tips for new yoga teachers?
Or people wanting to set up their
own studio?
The market has changed significantly since
I set up Power Living. It’s hard to find an
area where there is interest in yoga but no
competitors just around the corner! For
anyone wanting to open their own studio
they need to willing to dedicate their life

to it for one year – really give it everything
they have, especially in such a busy market!
Having the balance of business skills and
those of a creative and inspiring teacher are
also important. A balance of the artist and
the businessman! They go hand in hand and
one won’t survive without the other – either
you are able to do this yourself or you have
people around you to support you.

6. Where do you see yoga in
Australia heading?
Yoga is so much more popular these days
than it was when I first started practicing.
I think it will continue to go mainstream –
slowly we’ll see people who want to get into
the more traditional practice. You’ll see more
yoga studios opening up; the heart of Sydney
is already saturated! But the quality studios
with great teachers will always survive. I
wouldn’t be surprised if some of the big players from overseas started to make a move
on the Australian market and you’ll certainly
see more of the yoga festivals and offshoots
of these happening over the coming years.
These all make yoga accessible to all – which
is good and also compromising at times. 
Jaçlyn Keoh is the Digital Marketing Assistant at
Yoga Australia. Jaçlyn completed the Advanced
Diploma of Yoga Teaching in 2014 and has been
teaching corporate clients, sporting teams and
in studios ever since.
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Reducing anxiety and
depression, breath by
breath

How The Yoga Foundation is supporting people experiencing
by Jessica Hobson
disadvantage and living with mental illness

J

ean Paul experienced shocking childhood
trauma, witnessing the murder-suicide of
his parents, and being shot through the
cheek himself, aged four. Jean Paul, now 61,
is one of the people The Yoga Foundation
teaches yoga to each week. He comes to our
class at Redfern Health Centre in Sydney.
Jean Paul is passionate about yoga and the
benefits it brings to him. He has always
enjoyed exercise to keep him physically and
mentally fit and says the team at Redfern
have “put him on another planet” – a good
one! Jean Paul has been diagnosed with
bipolar disorder and severe post traumatic
stress and says he needs to do yoga for
his mental health. After his divorce in 1986
he looked to yoga to help him “distract
his mind” but struggled to find the right
teacher and the right class for him. Since
starting The Yoga Foundation class with
teacher Sarah de Graaff ,he says he now
has a yoga class that ticks all the boxes.
Sarah has taught for The Yoga Foundation
for three years and her lived experience of
mental illness, combined with her skill and
knowledge, means she brings great empathy
and deep understanding to her students.

Foundation’s vision is to lead an evidencebased movement to reduce anxiety and
depression and we teach people experiencing
disadvantage. Disadvantage comes in many
forms – mental, physical, and financial –
and it often deprives a person of trying an
activity such as yoga. We aim to change that
by bringing yoga to people living with mental
illness teaching classes at hospitals or health
centres that they already attend regularly
and equipping them with tools such as
pranayama that really can, and do, improve
their quality of life.
Underpinning our evidence-based approach
is Founding Director Michael de Manincor’s
PhD work on yoga for reducing anxiety and
depression and improving wellbeing. The aim
of his recent study was to investigate the
effects of an individualised yoga intervention.
The conclusion of Michael’s PhD research is
that yoga plus regular care was effective in

reducing depression compared with regular
care alone, and continued to improve at
follow-up. Further investigation is warranted
for reduction of anxiety.
People like Jean Paul don’t need to see PhD
results to know what yoga can do. His life
has been punctuated by trauma and it is
yoga that has offered him a self care regime
which has markedly improved his general
wellbeing and quality of life. And that’s what
our work is all about.
To support The Yoga Foundation join as a
Friend and become part of a movement
dedicated to reducing anxiety and depression
amongst people experiencing disadvantage.
We receive no government funding and are
reliant on donations and grants to enable us
to offer our free yoga programs.
http://theyogafoundation.org.au/friends/ 

Yoga and mental mealth
We are designing and delivering yoga
programs to a variety of vulnerable
communities that include people living
with severe and persistent mental illness;
people with acute conditions who have
been admitted to the mental health ward
of a Sydney hospital; veterans with post
traumatic stress (PTS) and those who are
caring with someone with a mental illness.
In the next year we are planning to bring
yoga to the homeless community and to
refugees and asylum seekers in a variety of
new programs.

Why did we choose to focus on
mental health?
Depression and anxiety are the leading
causes of disability worldwide. The Yoga

Yoga teacher Sarah de Graaff and Jean Paul. Photographer: Mark Bond.
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ESSENTIAL OIL 101:
Tips when purchasing essential oils
by Erin Halcroft

A

s more and more people are turning
away from drugs and medications
and looking for healthier, holistic
ways of living – more people are embracing
essential oils. Essential oils are natural
aromatic compounds found in the seeds,
bark, stems, roots, flowers and other
parts of plants, they are 50-70 times more
powerful than herbs.
Despite many people only now learning
about the countless health benefits of
essential oils, they are not a new fad or
discovery. Essential oils have been used
throughout history for thousands of years by
many cultures around the world. They were
mankind’s first medicine. Use of essential
oils dates back to ancient Egyptian and
Roman times. Today, essential oils are used
for a myriad of purposes, everything from
reducing stress, treating pain, inflammation
and infections to helping with sleep and
digestive issues. They are also being used
in hospitals and surgeons’ offices for
their antibacterial properties, ability to
profoundly affect moods and emotions, and
help in recovery from illness and surgery;
French aromatherapy doctors also prescribe
essential oils to their patients. Their uses
really are endless.
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When it comes to choosing an essential
oils, at first thought it might seem like a
challenging task. There can be many brands
to choose from, but I have some handy tips
to help you navigate the market and find
the best quality product that will deliver the
optimum results.

When it comes to choosing an
essential oil brand there are a few
things to consider as not all oils are
created equal.
Purity is of utmost importance. You want to
be sure that the oils you are using are 100%
pure, organic and that the manufacturer
tests every batch to ensure that there are
no added nasties – pesticides, weeds or any
substance other than the pure essential oil.
Many companies dilute their essential oils or
add synthetics to their batches to cut costs
and make their product stretch further.
Altering an essential oil changes the delicate
chemical makeup of the oil and reduces its
effectiveness. The therapeutic qualities are
diminished not to mention the effects of
toxic chemicals on the body.
The process of crafting an essential oil, from
the soil to the bottle is an art form and a
science. To obtain the highest quality and

most therapeutic essential oil the correct
species of plant needs to be grown, in its
natural habitat e.g. lemongrass is grown in
Southern India and lavender is grown in the
Provence region of France, with the ideal
growing conditions (soil, altitude, climate)
and harvested at exactly the right time. The
essential oil then needs to be extracted
from the plant material. When it comes to
extraction there are different methods which
can be used, some are organic and some use
chemicals and solvents. You really only want
to use essential oils that have been extracted
organically, primarily either steam distillation
or expression, for obvious reasons.
Many essential oils are sourced from third
world countries. Try to look for a brand
that has a co-impact sourcing program
in place – similar to fair trade, to ensure
growers and communities get a fair price
for their products and they create jobs and
infrastructure for communities. 
Erin Halcroft is a yoga teacher, health coach
and Doterra essential oil wellness advocate
with a passion for sharing the life enhancing
and health transforming benefits of essential
oils www.mydoterra.com/erinhalcroft www.
breathbybreathyoga.com.au

Seed Thoughts
OCTOBER

So often when a student asks a question
we may be inclined to reply with a factual,
informed response. Sometimes this brings
a thanks although we have a sinking
feeling that we have not quite provided the
response needed or hoped for.
The pathway to more accurate assessment of
possible need is firstly to be 100% focussed
in your teaching time on the people in front
of you. We have a saying, “leave your own
needs at the door and be present for your
students.” When you are speaking with them
after a class, listen with the intention of
perceiving the needs and hopes, aspirations
and intent of their conversation with you.
Be ready to respond with the best content,
and to undertake to use the week ahead to
meditate on their wellbeing. This will often
jog your mind and give you a surprising
insight into a more useful response you can
offer at your next class.
We see the benefits of the yoga we live
and teach – yoga teaching is not about
having right answers but rather about
right responses. Go well, live what you are
teaching, and teach what you are living.

Q&A
A

: Any ideas for how to get the word out
about yoga classes via the internet?

: Firstly keep your Yoga Australia Profile
up-to-date and relevant. Then, try your
local business alliance promotions. As the
world becomes increasingly more digital,
business alliances are building connections
to promote local events and activities. If you
break your sessions into blocks of 6, 8 or
10, you can then re-advertise that the next
group of sessions will begin soon.

You may already receive emails from local
business directories. Often they have been
picked up from your website or other promotions. Check into them and update your
information. Then when someone keys in
yoga, your classes will come up.

Q

: An enthusiastic student of mine had
been coming twice a week for years. She
abruptly stopped. I sent emails with no reply
and then phoned her. She said she was fine
but decided to take a break from yoga. Then
I found out that she was going somewhere
else. I felt very hurt. Should I find out why?

A

by Di Lucas

NOVEMBER

In our yoga world it is exciting to see
meditation has become a common word,
one that can be used in most conversations.
In November perhaps we can concentrate
on another aspect of yoga practice that is
waiting in the wings for the recognition it
deserves – pranayama!
Breath appreciation is long overdue. Invite
your students to consider how long they
would live without breath.
Perhaps we can lead the change by
calling November, Breath Awareness
month. Smilingly we can point out that
usually breathing occurs without much
acknowledgement. But when we do start
using the breath consciously, change is rapid.
Some of the favourites are a good place to
start then we can bring in the teachings
about prana. Enjoy November for deepening
the focus and use of our breathing exercises
that are truly packages of distilled wisdom.

DECEMBER

We began our Seed Thoughts this year with
the awareness that the United Nations
had declared 2015 to be the International

with Swami Dayananda

Q

: This is where you need to put on your
business hat. Don’t take it personally,
even though students attend certain classes
mostly because of the teacher. You are the

same quality yoga teacher for the individual
who says you’re great, and for the individual
who doesn’t return. Let yoga students find
their own way. No matter where they practice or for how long, it’s a benefit.

Q

: I had the opportunity to engage a
well-known presenter to do a workshop.
I asked all my students from all my classes
if they would be interested, when would be a
good time, and if the price would be okay. I
received enthusiastic responses and booked
the presenter and the space. To my surprise,
I had far fewer showing up than I expected.
Afterwards, everyone had an excuse. Is there
a way to prevent this?

A

: It’s a challenge to bring in a program
that is different from your regular
yoga class. You might want to have people
commit by paying up front or asking for a
significant non-refundable deposit. That way
you’ll find out if they’re serious.

Q

Regular Columns

: Attendance has decreased in one of
my long-running classes. I’ve done more
advertising, flyers, emails, and Internet
promotions. But it still hasn’t renewed. Is
there a natural life of a class? Is it time for
me to let it go?

Year of Light. Such a world focus has
highlighted the role and importance light
plays in our spiritual philosophy alongside
its importance for technology. It has been
stated, “humanity’s developing relationship
with light has the potential to establish a
future world society based on an organismic
rather than a mechanistic world view.” With
our students we can explore some of these
ideas and move towards the teaching that
light is the expression of the vibration we
know as universal mind or consciousness or
oneness. Perhaps suggest to your students
that vibration can be felt, or heard, or seen.
It is the energy of creation.
The nature of light itself is a great teacher. We
cannot own light, we cannot keep it for ourselves, and we cannot ignore the central role
it plays in our existence. Perhaps that is why
the great teachers and mystics down through
the ages have used “light” as the symbol for
universal consciousness. Let us go towards
the completion of 2015 “in the Light”.
Di Lucas is Co-Director of Gita International
Yoga and is part of the Yoga Australia Council of
Advisors. Her Seed Thoughts reflect decades of
practising and teaching yoga.

A

: There is a natural life for everything.
As in the classic “Shiva Sutras,” Shiva
(or the universe itself) creates, sustains and
dissolves. Huge classes of highly committed students can slowly or suddenly see
significant drop-off. Even small classes of
the same people coming for years can start
to struggle.
One of the challenges today is that yoga is
becoming saturated in cities, suburbs and
even country towns. As more yoga teachers
get out into the communities, there is more
competition. But at the same time, more
and more people are becoming aware of the
benefits of yoga. More health professionals are recommending it and students are
bringing their friends. Certainly there’s still
plenty of room.
So you might need to ask yourself if you are
feeling a bit burnt-out. Are you feeling tired
yourself? Do you need a long break? How
few people need to come to class for you to
teach it? (Keeping costs in mind, of course.)
Have you lost some of your enthusiasm? Are
you doing it just for the money? Would you
feel more peaceful and happier to not have
the commitment yourself? These are hardhitting enquiries that can give you some
information about your next step.
Swami Dayananda/Nancy Jackson is a yoga and
meditation teacher, author and feature writer for
Australian Yoga Life magazine. She’s the South
Australia coordinator for Yoga Australia and
director of the Lokananda Retreat Centre.
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Yoga Teacher Mentoring
Heart of Yoga Post Graduate Mentoring for yoga teachers with Dr Jean Byrne.
Professional Development workshops for teachers & trainees.

www.yogaspace.com.au

6/79 Colin St, West Perth
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